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Found Typography Poster Crit (Tuesday Sept 8)
Print out a mini version of your poster. You should have at least 3 concepts  
and 5-8 sketch versions for each concept. These versions should be rich in both formal 
and conceptual variety. Move beyond what you know... get out of your comfort zone. Go 
further. By today you should have a few good letters for the collaborative poster as well, 
in your DropBox folder (Make a folder called “Collab_letters_Firstname”) -> your first 
name, obv.

Final Found Typography Posters Due Thursday Sept 10.
Poster size 24 x 36”   
Bleeds: none
Color black and white only
Copies: make 2 prints! (one for you, one for the GD archives, if you want to make 3 and 
give Tim a copy, that is a nice thing to do—optional)
Production method: Engineering print at Staples (there is a bus to Staples)
 Estimated production time: Allow 48 hours
 Estimated cost per print: $5.00
 Roll it, don’t fold it & don’t dent the roll.

Prepare for crit
Hang poster with magnets in the classroom for critique. Observe the hangline. If 
something is not working in the arrangement of the room, make it work. Create an 
environment for the best viewing of your work. 
Have your sketchbook and notes on hand in crit for:
1. reference as you present your work and answer questions
2. to take notes during your crit (or better yet, have someone do it for you so you can be 
fully present)

Silkscreen Printing
Thursday Sept 10, in class, probably all class.
Letters for collaborative poster in DropBox no later than the 8th.

Process
I expect to see 12+ mini posters from your process. These will be abandoned ideas, 
experiments, and a visual representation of what got you where you are. Have relevant 
process on hand for the final crit. As you will do with all of your projects, document your 
process. Keep these drafts, and keep a good clean file of your final work and back it up 
2x in additional to that. (See syllabus for backing up your work).

Read
Thinking with Type 
by Ellen Lupton, the 
first chapter “Letter”

It is in the class 
dropbox under 
“readings”

Found Typography Poster, part 2

Critique can be hard 
to receive, this is no 
secret. The key to 
receiving critique is 
to seperate yourself 
from the work. Remind 
yourself that you want 
to make it better, 
and hearing from an 
objective audience 
is a way to do that. 
Be open. The key to 
giving great critique is 
to remember there is 
a person behind the 
work trying very hard 
to make it good — 
engage your peers by 
asking WHY they made 
the moves that they 
made. How can you 
help them get there? Do 
not make purly formal 
suggestions. Do not say 
“I like it” unless you’re 
going to tell us why.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29M_VElHoFI

